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November 1, 2019

To All My Friends Who Are Fed Up With Politics As Usual and Business As Usual:
Long ago, I added a word to my vocabulary that describes my behavior for which I have become
known: RESISTANCE. In a speech delivered in Malaysia, I announced that I awake every morning
and ask myself, “What can I do to resist today?” What I’ve learned is that personal resistance and
alignment with one’s values is only the first step; the next step is organized resistance.
Today, we can add technology to our resistance while adding yet another word to our vocabulary of
action: DISRUPTION. Now is the time for us to not only resist politics and business as usual; we
must also disrupt politics as usual because the result is unjust, unfair, and corrupt.
After the 2000 Presidential election, I warned the U.S. people that it seemed that a criminal cabal had
seized control of the U.S. government. Now, I know that to be the case: where the average citizen is
considered the enemy to be spied upon and even killed inside their own homes by rogue police oﬃcers
while the political class get away with high crimes and misdemeanors, remaining immune to even
oﬃcial investigation, let alone prosecution. Moreover, wars are being waged in our names and with our
tax dollars so that the U.S. political class and U.S.-based multinational corporations can plunder other
states struggling to maintain their sovereignty. And serve their own people. This is an intolerable
situation for anyone who loves the U.S. and the rest of the world.
The moment I saw Adam Kokesh arrested for organizing an open carry march on Washington, D.C., I
knew that this Iraq War veteran would need to be reckoned with. However, I’ve learned the hard way
that the important work of turning the U.S. rightside up again cannot be accomplished alone. At this
precarious time, protecting our FREEDOM requires institutional backing, organization, unity., and a
willingness to change the current political and business cultures.
Therefore, I endorse Adam’s quest to become the 2020 Libertarian Party Presidential nominee and
encourage supporters of other parties to take a good look at Adam Kokesh for President!!
Sincerely,

Cynthia McKinney, Ph.D.
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